Announcing the first of a new breed!

The Seahawk by Tasca
You don't buy a Seahawk just for the fun of it!

When you invest in your new Seahawk, you'll be thinking far beyond weekends in the woods and pre-game parties. Your decision will reflect the realities of our new American lifestyle. Because a Seahawk Utility/RV makes good transportation sense. Day-in. Day-out. Year-round!

Fact is, you'll probably find Seahawk invaluable in handling the BIG transportation chores your small, first-car can't measure up to. Like runs to the airport loaded with people and baggage. Or the typical, family-style carting of everything from string basses, hockey gear and little leaguers to iron pipe, sheet plywood and new shrubs. As you can see, good uses for your Seahawk go on and on.

Seahawk plays as good as it works.

On the road, the sleek, aerodynamic styling, minimal weight and proven Chevy chassis help make Seahawk one of the most agile and energy-efficient recreational vehicles on the road. More good news ... Seahawk's 350 engine runs on regular, leaded gas. Plus, you'll find most of life's necessities right on board. A large capacity, built-in water supply with hand pump and stainless sink provide pure, fresh water and a convenient place to wash up no matter where you are. There's a portable gray-water storage tank, too.

A handy ice box and optional two-burner range offer the economy and convenience of snack and meal preparation without relying on restaurants and campfires.

Comfy, deep-cushioned sleeping for four rounds out the surprisingly complete accommodations offered in this smart looking package we proudly call Seahawk.

ITASCA . . . Some words are worth a thousand pictures.

The Itasca name on your new Seahawk means a lot. Just imagine . . . highly trained, full service Itasca dealerships spread across North America, on-call if you ever need assistance. And thousands of Chevrolet dealerships staffed and equipped to keep Seahawk's dependable Chevy engine and chassis performing perfectly.

And keep in mind, the name Itasca is backed by a quarter-century of dedication and experience in the production of more than 100,000 leisure activity vehicles. It has all culminated in the creation of Seahawk, the first of a new breed.

If you're convinced that even recreational transportation should be sensible, take a close look at our new Seahawk. The fun vehicle that isn't afraid of a little hard work.
Functional, compact galley provides roomy overhead cabinets and the built-in convenience of an ice box and optional stove.

The look of a new breed ... the aerodynamically styled Seahawk shown here with optional dual wheels and vista windows.

16 ga. steel
1/16-in. fiberglass
structural substrate
1/16-in. fiberglass
lauan paneling
fiberglass sandwich with bonded steel framework

Cutaway of sidewall panel construction.
This unique build-up of tough materials is another reason for Seahawk’s outstanding appearance and durability. The steel framing and substructure create a rugged, yet lightweight core. The precision molded fiberglass shell allows aerodynamic styling and offers superior surface damage resistance.
Standard Equipment
Carpeting, Including Cab
Overhead Console with Map Light
Chevrolet Chassis with 350 CID V-8 Engine
Transmission Cooler
Automatic Transmission
Power Brakes
Power Steering
8.75x16.5 tires (10-ply)
2 Cu. Ft. Ice Box
Non-power Galley Roof Vent
Galley Overhead Cabinets
Courtesy Lights
Opera Windows
Exterior Storage
12 Volt Interior Lighting
5 Gal. Portable Water Tank w/Hand Pump
5 gal. Portable Holding Tank
Dinette
Convertible Couch
Wardrobe with Clothes Bar
Fire Extinguisher

Touring And Camping Options
Dual-wheel Chassis — 8,900 lb. GVWR
400 Cu. In. V-8 Chevrolet Engine
Automatic Air Conditioning
Cruise Control
AM Radio
AM/FM MPLX. Radio w/8 Track or Cassette
Electronic Tuning
40-Channel CB Radio (NA Canada)
Cab Window Screens
High-back 3-way Cab Seat
w/Tilt, Swivel & Slide Pedestals
Sport Steering Wheel
Travel Center (Includes digital clock and battery/voltage gauge)
Radial Tires
Auxiliary Deep Cycle Battery
Mag Wheels
Trailer Towing Package
Non-power Lounge Roof Vent
Power Galley Roof Vent
2 Cu. Ft. Refrigeration (12/110 Volt)
Roof Air Conditioner

Rear Automotive Heater
Overhead Side Windows and Curtain w/Deluxe Interior Trim and a Front Overhead Vista Window (Includes Deluxe Interior Lighting Package)
Combination Luggage Rack & Ladder
Control Center w/Charger & Power Cord
12,000 BTU Furnace w/Thermostat
Two Burner Range
28 lb. Frame Mount LP Tank
Bar Module
Sprung Couch
Lounge Chairs
Portable Toilet w/Power Roof Vent
Window Blinds
Front & Rear Privacy Curtains

Specifications
GVWR 8,600 lbs.
Fuel Capacity 33 Gal.
Fresh Water 5 Gal.
Interior Width 87"
Interior Height (Normal) 60"
Interior Height (Step) 72"
Exterior Height 7’6”
Exterior Length 19’
Exterior Width 7’8¾”

Sleeping Dimensions
Dinette 37” x 72”
Convertible Couch 43” x 72”
Sprung Couch 44” x 72”

Tasca’s continuing program of product improvement makes specifications, equipment, model availability and prices subject to change without notice. Some items shown may be extra cost options.